
ITEM  
New Echo SR (Switch Rod) model SR 5108. Four piece, length 10'8". 5 wt. 
ION Reel & 5 Wt. Line 
 
DESCRIPTION 
Rod 
Suitable for use anywhere USA, fresh or salt. Ideal for mountain trout and salmon. 
Fast action and versatile make the SR series the best stick for two-handed bug slingers that prefer a 
shorter rod. The #5 model is ideal for trout (and smallmouth!) everywhere.  Slick cosmetics and 
bombproof componentry help solidify the SR as the fishiest switch rod on the water. 

 Four piece travel design 

 Blank:  Dark slate gloss 

 Action:  Fast 

 Tube:  Fabric-covered rod case & sock 

 Guides: Hard chrome single foot guides 

 Grips:  Features twp grip styles with composite inserts 

 Reel Seat:  Black anodized reel seat 

 
ION Reel 7/9 

MODEL DIAM WIDTH WEIGHT CAPACITY 

ION 7/9 3.9" 1.3" 7.9 oz WF8+200/20 

 Maintenance-free disc drag with low start-up resistance 

 Easy Left to Right-Hand Retrieve Change 

 Backlash-free, instant drag reaction 

 Positive position click drag knob 

 Incoming/outgoing audible click 

 Durable alloy construction 

 Large arbor spool design for fast line pickup and low line memory 

 
With a large arbor for quick retrieves and a hybrid machined/cast design, the Ion is a great choice for 
balancing single-hand and two-hand rods of all sizes. Designed primarily for freshwater use, they can be 
used in the salt with a little additional care. An optional solid brass drag knob helps balance even the 
longest spey rods. 
 
Line 
The spey line includes three sections: 

 Shooting Line. 1 Rio Powerflex (orange) 

 Shooting Head. 1 Airflo Rage 330 grain  

 Compact Leader. 3 Airflo 5' poly leaders, 1 each floating, intermediate, fast sink.  
A 3' tippet (suitable for whatever size fish) is recommended while fishing 

https://vimeo.com/234061184/81d690d0c7


 
 
ITEM PICTURES 

 

 
 
 
ITEM RETAIL VALUE / ITEM MINIMUM RESERVE 
 
Retail Value: $540 
 
ITEM TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
NA 


